Third global currency
The economic rise of Asia and the need for an alternative to the US dollar as the
world’s reserve currency produces a parallel broad-basket Asian Currency Unit.
Alongside individual national currencies and regional
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currencies that can be considered as global reserve
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gold, steel and so on are priced; they are the primary
currencies against which all others are compared; and
they are the currencies that most national governments
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However, things change and global reserve currencies
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had not even been conceived. Today, although they
are clearly the current leaders, both the dollar and
the euro are under increasing pressure. Momentum
is building up for a change, or at least the addition
of a third, alternative global reserve currency – one
that is less dependent on the West and one that
more readily supports the future needs of the global
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of the global system must become more equable.
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The fundamental drivers of this are the clear shift in the
centre of economic gravity towards Asia, the associated
growing economic importance of China and the
MRGVIEWIHVMWOWXIQQMRKJVSQKVS[MRKPIZIPWSJHIFXMR
XLI97-REHHMXMSRXLIVIGIRXTVSFPIQWMRXLIIYVS^SRI
have raised increasing concern over the long-term
credibility and viability of the euro as a common currency
across hence many economically varying countries, and
so its credibility as a stable global reserve currency.
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than currently exists given its status as the now default
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their products and services and so increasing debt and
dependency and with the continued rise of the cost of
alternative stores of value such as gold, one option for
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help rebalance the system both domestically and locally,
support export growth and also give more economic
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At the same time, many high-growth Asian economies
EVIOIIRXSQSZISRJVSQRIIHMRKXSXVEHI[MXLIEGL
other via the dollar. Not only do they want to avoid
having to use the dollar as the de facto intermediary for
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bias in favour of any one country or group of countries or
group of dominant institutions.”

money within their own control with less dependency
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as many others such as Thailand, Vietnam and Malaysia
EVIOIIRXSLEZIEREPXIVREXMZISTXMSRXSXLIHSPPEVFYX
this is increasingly seen as not being the euro.The evident
[IEORIWWMRXLIIYVS^SRI[LIVIWXVSRKIGSRSQMIWPMOI
+IVQER] LEZI GPIEVP] FIIR GEVV]MRK [IEO SRIW PMOI
+VIIGI GVIEXIW MRWXEFMPMX] ERH FIWMHIW XLEX XLI IYVS
GEREPWSFIWIIRXSFINYWXEWQYGLPMROIHXS;IWXIVR
½RERGMEPMQTIVEXMZIWEWXLIHSPPEV
“Over the next decade, we will move unmistakably
towards a multi-polar world which will be characterized
by a much broader consultative process that extends
to a larger number of jurisdictions. Greater coordination
EQSRKWXQENSVIGSRSQMIWSR½RERGMEPWIGXSVVIKYPEXMSR
will be needed, and this can be facilitated by the newly
enlarged Financial Stability Board based in Basle. At its
core, the coordination will have to be aimed at achieving
greater trust in the transparent and universally applicable
[SVOMRKSJXLI½RERGMEPW]WXIQ8LMW[MPPIWTIGMEPP]RIIH
XSHMWTIPXLIJIEVXLEXXLIKPSFEP½RERGMEPW]WXIQLEWE
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XLIVI[EWQYGLHMWGYWWMSRSRXLMWXSTMG6ENMZ/YQEV
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perspective on the future of currency that was debated
MR[SVOWLSTWMR)YVSTIERH%WME -REHHMXMSR XEPOSJ
XLIHIGPMRISJXLIHSPPEVXLI97¯'LMREI\GLERKIVEXI
and the potential for alternatives was increasingly
VITSVXIHMRQYGLSJXLIQEMRWXVIEQ½RERGMEPTVIWW
All agreed that change is on the horizon but the
options and timescales for a third global currency to
LEZIERMQTEGX[IVILSXP]HIFEXIH )JJIGXMZIP] QSWX
experts see that three alternatives are available.
The China option is one that is seen as increasingly
possible, but not the right answer: the rise of
'LMRE´W IGSRSQMG TS[IV GVIEXIW E GEWI JSV XLI
VIRQMRFM VIZEPYEXMSR XS QEOI MX E KPSFEP VIWIVZI
currency but there are several fundamental
barriers to this. Firstly, the controls exerted by the
Chinese government on its currency mean that it is
HIZEPYIHEKEMRWXXLIVIWXSJXLI[SVPH´WGYVVIRGMIW
and especially the dollar, to give it export advantage.
As Niall Ferguson points out:
±&IGEYWI &IMNMRK OIITW XLI I\GLERKI VEXI ½\IH XLI
dollar cannot devalue against China (and other parts of
%WME HIWTMXIXLIPEVKI97XVEHIHI½GMXW²
Although the Chinese government started to relax the
TIKKMRKXSXLIHSPPEVMR.YRI XLIZEVMEXMSRFIMRK
EPPS[IHMWQEVKMREPEREP]WXWEX'VIHMX7YMWWIVIGOSRXLEX
XLI VIRQMRFM MW YRHIVZEPYIH F]  8LIWI GSRXVSPW
prevent the renminbi from having capital account
GSRZIVXMFMPMX]ERHWSHSR´XEPPS[MXXS¾SEXJVIIP]MRW]RG
with other currencies; the removal of these controls
would be a prerequisite for the renminbi to become
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Why should Asian savings make the
round trip to the US?
QSVIMR¾YIRXMEPSRXLI[SVPHWXEKI -REHHMXMSR WSQI
argue that, even if the Chinese government allowed
their currency to become fully convertible, China may
not be prepared politically to assume such a position of
KPSFEP½RERGMEPPIEHIVWLMTERHEWWSGMEXIHVIWTSRWMFMPMX]
A second option is for all countries to adopt what
EVI XIVQIH ³WTIGMEP HVE[MRK VMKLXW´ EW E TEVEPPIP
VIWIVZI GYVVIRG] JSV MRXIVREXMSREP XVEHI 7(6W EVI
XLI MRXIVREXMSREP VIWIVZI EWWIXW QEREKIH F] XLI -1*
8LI][IVIYWIHXSFSSWXKPSFEPPMUYMHMX]MR FYX
it is argued that ongoing applications should be made
QSVITVEGXMGEP7IZIVEPEHZMWIVWMRXLI97EVIOIIRSR
this approach because it provides an alternative to the
HSPPEVFYXHSIWRSXKMZIE[E]XSSQYGLMR¾YIRGIEW
PSRKEWXLI97MWWXMPPTEVXSJXLITSSP&YXQER]WYKKIWX
that this could constitute a true single world currency
and therefore is simply not practical: differential
MRXIVIWXVEXIWERHWIPIGXMZIQSRIXEV]TSPMGMIWQEOIMX
impossible and currency harmonisation cannot readily
be implemented across countries at different stages of
economic development. The considered view is that
XLI-1*MWRSXEWYTIVGIRXVEPFEROERHXYVRMRK7(6W
into a world currency is neither politically possible
RSVTVEGXMGEP -REHHMXMSRXLIPMOIWSJ1EVXMR*IPHWXIMR
4VSJIWWSV SJ )GSRSQMGW EX ,EVZEVH 9RMZIVWMX] LEZI
pointed out that the costs of such a single currency are
KVIEXIVXLERXLIFIRI½XWSJXLII\MWXIRGISJLIHKMRK
The third option for the third global reserve currency
is the creation of what has been termed the Asian
'YVVIRG]9RMXSVXLI%'98LMWMWEFEWOIXSJ%WMER
currencies that are used not as the primary currency
in each country but as a secondary parallel currency

JSV XVEHI +MZIR XLI WMQMPEVMXMIW XS [LEX LETTIRIH
MR)YVSTIMRXLIPEXIW QER]WIIXLEXXLI%'9
could be a precursor to a common future currency,
NYWXEWXLI)'9[EWJSVXLIIYVS,S[IZIVXLMWMWRSX
RIGIWWEVMP]XLIGEWI8LI%'9MWRSXMQTPMGMXP]PMROIH
to Asian monetary union, nor requires it, but is rather
E QIERW F] [LMGL XLI %WMER IGSRSQMIW GER XEOI
greater control of their world:
“If the Asian Development Bank takes the European
model forward and creates a parallel currency that is
a plural basket of national currencies, the Asian region
as a whole will gain some decoupling from the US
dollar. This will allow economic agents in the region to
MRZSMGI ½RERGMEP ERH XVEHI XVERWEGXMSRW MR E GSQQSR
currency and reduce exchange rate risks as well as
GLERRIP%WME´WWEZMRKWQSVIIJ½GMIRXP][MXLMRXLIVIKMSR
As a regional benchmark, the ACU will help share the
degree of divergence of each participating country’s’
currencies, which will improve the understanding of
generic problems in a particular currency’s market and
in pursuing macroeconomic policies.”
%OI]UYIWXMSRLIVIMW[LIXLIVXLI%'9[SYPHVIUYMVI
EPPRMRIXIIR%7)%2GSYRXVMIWXSTEVXMGMTEXIJVSQXLI
start, or whether it would be more pragmatic to begin
[MXLXLIJSYVFMKIGSRSQMIW¯'LMRE-RHME.ETERERH
7SYXL/SVIE¯ERHXLIREHHMRQSVIEWSXLIVWKEMR
stability. This would essentially copy the good aspects
SJXLI)'9 FIKMRRMRK[MXLXLIWXVSRKIWXIGSRSQMIW
[MXLSYXXV]MRKXSMRGPYHIIZIV]SRIXSSWSSR-XMWGPIEV
XLEXXLIGSRGITXSJXLI%'9LEW[MHIVERKMRKETTIEP
ERH FIRI½X FYX MW EPWS IZMHIRX XLEX TSPMXMGW GSYPH
get in the way – especially between China and the
other major regional economies. However, given that
the alternative is to maintain the dollar as the global
currency, with ever-rising pressure on the system,
WSQI FYXRSXEPP WIIXLEXF]EQSVIIUYEFPI
QSHIPPMOIXLI%'9GSYPH[IPPFIMRTPE]
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